
ur monthly talk was given by “a true and just man” – we 

know this because Graham Higgins, who came to speak 

to us about his experiences from the bench, is a 

magistrate. Graham led us through the history of crime and 

punishment as it related to the magistrate service.  

Up until the end of the 12th century trial by ordeal was used to 

determine guilt or innocence. Under this system, the accused 

might be forced to pick up a red hot bar of iron or something 

equally painful and dangerous. If their hand began to heal 

after three days they were considered to have God on their 

side, thus proving their innocence. William II (1087-

1100) eventually banned trial by ordeal – reportedly 

because 50 men accused of killing his deer had passed 

the test – I do not think he liked the outcome!!!  

Criminal and civil disputes could also be decided by 

trial by combat. Either side could employ their own champions to 

fight on their behalf. Graham told us of a recent case where a 

man accused of a motoring offence wanted a trial by combat with 

the DVLA – the motorist was told he was about 200 years too late 

and that this option was no longer available. 

At one time magistrates investigated all suspicious deaths. This 

role was later transferred to an official who was appointed by the 

Crown.  This person, the Crowner, eventually became known 

today as the Coroner.  

Graham also covered the time in history when individuals were 

transported to America and Australia for what we might consider 

today as mere petty crimes.  Twenty five individuals were 

transported to Australia from the Stowmarket area.  These 

included David Southgate and Joseph Carter who, in 1824, were 

transported for life for stealing two saucepans, a boiler and a 

frying pan from the house of Mr H Unglass of Stowmarket.  

Graham recounted some of his experiences of sitting on the 

bench and concluded by sharing with us a real case 

and asking us how we would sentence the defendant. 

Members rated Graham’s talk as excellent.  Feedback 

suggested that the members enjoyed listening to the 

history of the magistrate and the insight which 

Graham shared about the role.  They also enjoyed the 

debate around the consideration of the sentencing of the real 

case.  Members thought he was an articulate, clear speaker, very 

interesting, giving a very good presentation with interesting 

examples/illustrations.  A couple of members expressed “more 

like this please”! 
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